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2017-2018 WCSD CAP German Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component.


Program -
1  2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
Research should be by an outside evaluator. This means that there must be research beyond that conducted by the institution 
or program producing the materials (beyond publisher research on their own product). Peer reviewed means that an 
independent and qualified educational institution (university) conducts the review and maintains all standards of peer review 
process.


1 2 3 4 5 6 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Group1: Choice2

		Group3: Choice3

		Group4: Choice4

		Evaluator Number: 22

		Text1: #1 some resources available. Hard to navigate. Unsure of what instructors really can access and do. 
#2 resources listed in textbook. Hard to access using login provided. 
#3 plenty of teacher recourses available via website, Not interactive but copies of ancillary materials in a digital format. 
#4 lots of digital resources for both teacher and student 
#5 fully web based with Ebook and activities 
#6 gave website for access but only had a few items, teacher test bank, PowerPoint, NO EBOOK

#5 or #4

		Text3: #1 assessments on the website, but hard to understand. Assessment checks at the end off each section
#2 testing program with audio listed. DId not preview this
#3 teacher resources including test and quizzes
#4 testing resources for teachers with audio 
#5 assessments include quizzes, tests, exams and oral exams
#6 test bank included

		Text5: #1 has varied activities. Teacher edition not given so unsure of specific differentiation 
#2 states LearnSmart can be used for individual student needs
#3 specifically addressed and discussed related to content, process and product also give game ideas for engaging students. 
#4 none directly observed. Any be included in teacher resources online? 
#5 address generally and throughout each lesson 
#6 not specifically addressed but does provide expansion for lesson ideas

		Text6: #1 cartoon pictures used throughout
#2 mainly cartoon some pictures 
#3 pictures throughout with variety of people, culture specific informing associated with lessons. 
#4 pictures not diversified. Cultural context topics within lessons
#5 variety of diverse pictures, culture imbedded into the lessons
#6 college level not a lot of pictures. Culture is imbedded in lessons

		Text7: #1 hard back- no other materials
#2 hard back- no other materials 
#3 hardback also has workbook
#4 Hardback 
#5 hardback, with workbook
#6 student edition hardback, teacher edition paperback- workbook as well 

		Text8: #1 listed however specifically states that they do not necessarily endorse the text just that they reviews it.
#2 listed 
#3 none listed/found
#4 listed
#5 did not find 
#6 did not find

		Text9: #1- format for instructor to assign things for students. Hard to navigate
#2 states it has Ebook and Learn smart to help students at any time
#3 Ebook only 
#4 fantastic- interactive  includes games, flashcards and activities
#5 various online components for helping students learn
#6 only had audio and some videos for students does state that it has "iLrn"

		Group2: Choice2

		Group5: Choice4

		Group6: Choice2

		Group11: Choice2

		Group12: Choice3

		Group13: Choice4

		Group14: Choice4

		Group15: Choice4

		Group16: Choice4

		Group21: Choice2

		Group22: Choice3

		Group23: Choice4

		Group24: Choice2

		Group25: Choice4

		Group26: Choice2

		Group31: Choice2

		Group32: Choice3

		Group33: Choice4

		Group34: Choice3

		Group35: Choice4

		Group36: Choice3

		Group 41: Choice4

		Group 42: Choice4

		Group 43: Choice4

		Group 44: Choice4

		Group 45: Choice4

		Group 46: Choice3

		Group 51: Choice3

		Group 52: Choice3

		Group 53: Choice1

		Group 54: Choice4

		Group 55: Choice1

		Group 56: Choice1

		Group 61: Choice2

		Group 62: Choice3

		Group 63: Choice3

		Group 64: Choice4

		Group 65: Choice4

		Group 66: Choice2

		Group 71: Choice2

		Group 72: Choice3

		Group 73: Choice4

		Group 74: Choice4

		Group 75: Choice4

		Group 76: Choice3

		Text22: #1 hard to navigate and understand could be language issue 
#2 nice structure
#3 nice structure, clearly defines scope and sequence
#4 nice structure, easy to understand and navigate
#5 easy to navigate and understands. Address themes and concepts and where they appear
#6 college type text book. 








2017-2018 WCSD CAP German Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component.


Program -
1  2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
Research should be by an outside evaluator. This means that there must be research beyond that conducted by the institution 
or program producing the materials (beyond publisher research on their own product). Peer reviewed means that an 
independent and qualified educational institution (university) conducts the review and maintains all standards of peer review 
process.


1 2 3 4 5 6 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Group1: Choice3

		Group3: Choice4

		Group4: Choice4

		Evaluator Number: 25

		Text1: 

		Text3: 

		Text5: 

		Text6: 

		Text7: 

		Text8: 

		Text9: 

		Group2: Choice4

		Group5: Choice4

		Group6: Choice4

		Group11: Choice3

		Group12: Choice4

		Group13: Choice3

		Group14: Choice3

		Group15: Choice4

		Group16: Choice4

		Group21: Choice1

		Group22: Choice1

		Group23: Choice3

		Group24: Choice1

		Group25: Choice1

		Group26: Choice1

		Group31: Choice2

		Group32: Choice3

		Group33: Choice3

		Group34: Choice2

		Group35: Choice2

		Group36: Choice2

		Group 41: Choice4

		Group 42: Choice4

		Group 43: Choice4

		Group 44: Choice4

		Group 45: Choice4

		Group 46: Choice4

		Group 51: Choice1

		Group 52: Choice3

		Group 53: Choice1

		Group 54: Choice1

		Group 55: Choice1

		Group 56: Choice1

		Group 61: Choice3

		Group 62: Choice4

		Group 63: Choice4

		Group 64: Choice3

		Group 65: Choice4

		Group 66: Choice4

		Group 71: Choice2

		Group 72: Choice3

		Group 73: Choice2

		Group 74: Choice2

		Group 75: Choice3

		Group 76: Choice2

		Text22: 4 - every page is the same color
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                           TIM-01 Noncore Subjects 


Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 
Noncore Subjects 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 
essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 
comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


 
Title:     Author(s):   Publisher(s):  
 
Copyright Date:         Subject/Grade Level:  
 
Student ISBN:   
 
Teacher Edition ISBN:  
Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 
Criteria 2  


Meets 
1  


Inadequate Comments 
1. Material provides a useful table of contents, 
glossary, supplemental pages, and index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 
arranged logically; and allow access through 
multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 
introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 
for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 
and/or online resources to the depth and 
breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 
Standards and Literacy Standards.   


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 
research-based. 


   


6. Vocabulary is specialized (language 
carefully considered and evolves across grade 
levels). 


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing and interesting.    
9. Material provides assessment type questions 
and/or performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format available.    
 
Other: ________________ 


   


Total Organization:      
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Content  
 Criteria 2  


Meets 
1  


Inadequate Comments 
11. Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, 
and abilities (KSA’s) appropriate to the 
grade level. 


   


12. Real-world applications are relevant to 
the students. 


   


13. Information and directions are clearly 
written and explained. 


   


14. Tasks are aligned to the Nevada 
Academic Content Standards and Literacy 
Standards. 


   


15. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 
appropriate. 


   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, 
etc.) are accurate, authentic, and well 
integrated into the instructional material. 


   


17. Tasks apply to the diversity of students 
and their abilities, interests and learning 
styles. 


   


18. Questions and tasks encourage the 
development and application of higher-level 
thinking skills. 


   


19. Teacher edition includes questioning 
strategies and/or questions to check for 
understanding at all Depth of Knowledge 
(DOK) levels. 


   


20. Teacher edition includes formative 
assessment/evaluation tools processes. 


   


21. Material provides access to or 
demonstrates concepts in multiple ways, 
allowing for a variety of student responses. 


   


22. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill 
or concept at grade level. 


   


23. Material includes application of skills 
and concepts at grade level.   


   


24. The material is focused on the major 
ideas at that grade level.   


   


25. Content includes 21st Century skill 
development such as collaboration, creative 
thinking, and problem solving.    


   


 
Other: ____________________ 


   


Total Content Criteria:      
 
 
 
 
 


Inclusion  
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                           TIM-01 Noncore Subjects 


 
 


 
Alignment  


Criteria 2  
Meets 


1  
Inadequate Comments 


31. Material content aligns to 
district/organization curriculum. 


   


32. Material content aligns with college and 
career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 
Content Standards and Literacy Standards). 


   


33. Material is a useful resource in preparing 
students to meet the requirements of the 
Nevada Academic Content Standards/ 
Literacy Standards and statewide assessments. 


   


 
Other: _________________ 


   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for Noncore Textbook or Instructional Material: _____________________  


Criteria 2  
Meets 


1  
Inadequate  Comments 


26.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 
differentiate instruction and model content to 
support all learners. 


   


27.  Material reflects sensitivity with regard 
to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-
economic status, intellectual, and physical 
abilities.   


   


28. Material includes access to a multilingual 
glossary. 


   


29. Material provides resources for students 
with disabilities and English Language 
Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


30. Material is available for students with 
visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 
NIMAC system.  


   


 
Other: _________________ 


   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: X

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: Missing on audio only portion

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: X

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: X

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: X

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: X

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Vocabulary is specialized language carefully considered and evolves across grade levels: X

		1 Inadequate6 Vocabulary is specialized language carefully considered and evolves across grade levels: 

		Comments6 Vocabulary is specialized language carefully considered and evolves across grade levels: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing and interesting: 

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing and interesting: X

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing and interesting: Can be vey jumbled

		2 Meets9 Material provides assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: X

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		Comments9 Material provides assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: X

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		Other: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 18

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 1

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: X

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: X

		1 Inadequate12 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		Comments12 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets13 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: X

		1 Inadequate13 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		Comments13 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets14 Tasks are aligned to the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: X

		1 Inadequate14 Tasks are aligned to the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		Comments14 Tasks are aligned to the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		2 Meets15 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: X

		1 Inadequate15 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		Comments15 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: X

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: Lots of line drawing instead of photos of real things

		2 Meets17 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: X

		1 Inadequate17 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		Comments17 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets18 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: X

		1 Inadequate18 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		Comments18 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets19 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: X

		1 Inadequate19 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		Comments19 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools processes: X

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools processes: 

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools processes: 

		2 Meets21 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: X

		1 Inadequate21 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		Comments21 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets22 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate22 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		Comments22 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets23 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: X

		1 Inadequate23 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		Comments23 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets24 The material is focused on the major ideas at that grade level: X

		1 Inadequate24 The material is focused on the major ideas at that grade level: 

		Comments24 The material is focused on the major ideas at that grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: X

		1 Inadequate25 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Comments25 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal Content Criteria: 28

		1 InadequateTotal Content Criteria: 1

		CommentsTotal Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets26 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: X

		1 Inadequate26 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		Comments26 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets27 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: X

		1 Inadequate27 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		Comments27 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets28 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: X

		1 Inadequate28 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		Comments28 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets29 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		1 Inadequate29 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: X

		Comments29 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets30 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate30 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Comments30 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: Unknown

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 7

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 1

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets31 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: X

		1 Inadequate31 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		Comments31 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets32 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: X

		1 Inadequate32 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		Comments32 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		2 Meets33 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards Literacy Standards and statewide assessments: X

		1 Inadequate33 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards Literacy Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Comments33 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards Literacy Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 6

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for Noncore Textbook or Instructional Material: 61

		Title: Mosaik

		Author(s): 

		Publisher(s): Vista higher learning

		Copyright Date: 2018

		Subject/Grade Level: High school/college

		Student ISBN: 978-1-68005-053-0

		Teacher Edition ISBN: 978-1-68005-073-8








2017-2018 WCSD German Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Name of Text


Publisher


Rate This Text Overall


Three Modes of Communication
How well does this support the INTERPRETIVE mode?
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


How well does this support the INTERPERSONAL mode?
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


How well does this support the PRESENTATIONAL mode?
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Program Number


Not at all


Minimally 


Adequately  


Consistently 


Not at all


Minimally 


Adequately 


Consistently


Not at all


Minimally 


Adequately 


Consistently


Not at all


Minimally  


Adequately 


Consistently


How well are the 3 modes progressively taught from first year to 
third year?
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


High Mid Low







Core Practices
Text supports the use of the target language at least 90% of the 
time.
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Grammar and vocabulary are presented in context and not explicit.  
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Listening comprehension is authentic and promotes proficiency. 
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Authentic resources and texts are used to increase proficiency 
in the interpretive mode.
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Rarely


Sometimes  


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 







Listening comprehension and reading/writing activities are 
connected
Comments? 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Communication (Interpersonal) activities in text are authentic 
and promote proficiency
Comments?


Presentational activities in text are authentic and promote 
proficiency
Comments?


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 







Nevada Academic Content Standards for World Languages 
Communities: Communicate and interact with cultural 
competence in order to participate in multilingual communities at 
home and around the world.
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Comparisons: Develop insight into the nature of language and 
culture in order to interact with cultural competence.
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Connections: Connect with other disciplines and acquire 
information and diverse perspectives in order to use the 
language function in academic and career-related situations. 
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Cultures: Interact with cultural competence and understanding.  
Learners use the language to investigate, relate, and reflect on 
the relationship between products, practices, and perspectives. 
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 







Level of Proficiency
At which level of proficiency is this text and what is the evidence? Check all that apply


Novice Mid


Novice High


Intermediate Low


Intermediate Mid


Intermediate High


Advanced Low


Strengths Weaknesses


1st Year


2nd Year


3rd Year





		Blank Page



		Publisher_G7eHZ1ugjEX9qV-FI5SWKw: Vista

		Name of Text_93aHNNILcrMvkenssgWKmQ: Mosaik German Language and Culture

		Evaluator Name_1VZ-bwEWvPQY8XCQZO1eGA: 4

		Program Number: 5

		Text 1: It was a little hard to judge without access to the online 'Supersite'.  We did not have log-in info on that.  And it seems that quite a bit of the pure German activities and resources were there.  The book seems to follow a more traditional grammar translation approach when viewed without the online components.

		Text 2: It was a little hard to judge without access to the online 'Supersite'.  We did not have log-in info on that.  And it seems that quite a bit of the pure German activities and resources were there.  The book seems to follow a more traditional grammar translation approach when viewed without the online components.

		Text 3: It was a little hard to judge without access to the online 'Supersite'.  We did not have log-in info on that.  And it seems that quite a bit of the pure German activities and resources were there.  The book seems to follow a more traditional grammar translation approach when viewed without the online components.

		Text 4: There is A LOT of English used throughout the text.  Grammar does not seem to be taught in context.

		Text 5: Again grammar is taught directly and supported in context.  Each chapter leads into the next describing more and more difficult grammar structures.  I feel like I am looking at a text from 20 years ago.

		Text 6: Again without the use of the online materials I would have to rank this low.

		Text 7: The video series is nice.  It seems engaging, but that alone is not enough to give this a high rating.

		Text 8: There are various areas of the German speaking world referenced throughout each chapter, but again this feels like a text created 20 years ago.

		Text 9: Students might be able to draw insight into German culture, but not without heavy work on the teacher's part.  This is not an unrealistic request, but again I do not see the text providing more 'modern' approaches to language instruction.

		Text 10: While looking at the text I imagine connections to other disciplines might form.

		Text 11: This is where I believe the text is quite weak.  Much of the cultural information in the first level is all in English.  I understand the students do not have the language to grasp complex ideas like the German school system, but I believe this can be done in German In a way that does not require massive information in English.

		Group2: Choice3

		Group3: Choice2

		Group4: Choice2

		Group5: Choice2

		Group6: Choice1

		Group7: Choice1

		Group8: Choice1

		Group9: Choice1

		Group10: Choice2

		Group11: Choice2

		Group12: Choice1

		Check Box1: Yes

		Check Box2: Yes

		Check Box3: Yes

		Check Box4: Yes

		Check Box5: Yes

		Check Box6: Yes

		Text15: I believe all levels are addressed, but I do not believe proficiency will be attained for a diverse population using this text.  But they attempt to hit all of these levels.

		Text16: Thorough, thick, specific

		Text17: Too grammar driven from the beginning, too easy to lose students' interest in the beginning

		Text18: Thorough, thick, specific

		Text19: The switch is made to German at some point in this text, but it might be too late

		Text20: Thorough, thick, specific

		Text21: German is now the norm, but students will not reach suitable proficiency to master this text, again I viewed this without the luxury of seeing the online components

		Group13: Choice2

		Text22: There seems to be a dramatic jump from first year into second year, but again I only had access to the textbook to make this judgement.

		Text23: I am not sure.  I tried to open and use the 'Teacher Resources' DVD, and it autoplayed to a listening quiz of some kind.  I was not able to navigate to anything on the DVD, so I can only mention the 'Video Collection' DVD.  It is good, but again not enough to link appropriate real language activities to the text.

		Text24: I am not sure.  I tried to open and use the 'Teacher Resources' DVD, and it autoplayed to a listening quiz of some kind.  I was not able to navigate to anything on the DVD, so I can only mention the 'Video Collection' DVD.  It is good, but again not enough to link appropriate real language activities to the text.

		Text25: In the Wiederholung section there seems to be some Presentational Activities that take shape in the second year text.

		Group14: Choice1

		Group15: Choice1

		Group16: Choice2

		Check Box7: Off

		Check Box8: Off

		Check Box9: Yes








2017-2018 WCSD CAP German Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Includes a fully web-based version of the complete text, including interactive, and multimedia features appropriate for student 
use, including home use, and accessible on a variety of digital devices and operating systems.


May include supplemental digital materials and enhancements such as virtual manipulatives, interactive games, and 
video appropriate for collaborative and individual learning environments. May include online professional development 
components and additional instructional planning resources for teachers.


May include resources in other languages (Spanish for our two-way immersion schools).


Program - 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns


Includes a balanced assessment program with a variety of formative assessments and a monitoring component.


Program -
1  2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns







Provides Differentiated Instruction including the needs of diverse learners 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Represents the diversity of our current society in a culturally responsive manner. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur


Sometimes occurs


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Comments or Concerns


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs


Quality/Production of materials including cover, binding, print 


Program - 


1 2 3 4 5 6 


Comments or Concerns


Comments or concerns







Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


The program has been shown to have positive scientific achievement results conducted by independent, peer reviewed, and 
published research.
Research should be by an outside evaluator. This means that there must be research beyond that conducted by the institution 
or program producing the materials (beyond publisher research on their own product). Peer reviewed means that an 
independent and qualified educational institution (university) conducts the review and maintains all standards of peer review 
process.


1 2 3 4 5 6 
Programs - 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns


The program supports learning at home
The program offers resources for teachers to communicate instructional goals to parents and help them understand the 
difference between problem solving and answer-getting and offers suggestions for how to help their children with skills at 
home including homework.
Homework assignments support classroom learning. Homework assignments extend concepts in the real world, for example, 
gathering data at home.
The concepts in the homework are clear, accurate, and free of errors. May include digital component for parents/students 
with calendar, resources, games, manipulatives, and ability to access homework from home.


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 


Consistently occurs


Comments or concerns







Textual materials are generally well organized and limit pictures/images that do not support the skills being developed.
There is appropriate use of font size and format for intended grade level, appropriate and varied pictures, tables, and graphs.
Key academic vocabulary or phrases may be boldfaced and/or italicized. Tables of contents, indices, glossaries, content summaries, 
and assessment guides are designed to help teachers, parents/guardians/families, and students. 


Program - 
1 2 3 4 5 6 


Does not occur 


Sometimes occurs 


Frequently occurs 


Consistently occurs 


Comments or concerns





		Blank Page

		Blank Page



		Group1: Choice4

		Group3: Choice2

		Group4: Choice4

		Evaluator Number: 21

		Text1: 1 - A full version of the text is available on Connect, and it includes online homework assignments and LearnSmart (flashcards) for home use. It is unclear whether Connect will work on multiple devices. Unsure if additional teacher resources are available online.
2 - A full online version of the text is available on Connect with with additional resources, such as videos and audio. LearnSmart (flashcards) keep track of student-specific learning issues. Kontakte's online version has more resources and different kinds of activities than textbook 1 from McGraw Hill.
3 - Full versions of the textbook, workbooks, and various teacher resources are online. Online program does not include any interactive portion.
4 - Full enhanced text available online with additional games and quizzes students can access. Additional resources available for instructors.
5 - The vText version offers online access to the textbook, a variety of different kinds of activities including audio and video, and online homework access. The eBook offers a downloadable version of the text. Program includes a video component and audio component as well as interactive vocabulary and grammar tutorials.
6 - Online resources include an audio/video bank and PowerPoint lectures for the instructor. There is not an online version of the text available. Some resources seem to still be in development.

		Text3: 1 - While there are some resources available for teachers on Connect, assessments were not included on that portal. McGraw Hill sometimes has a different website for teacher resources that includes exams. Connect does include individualized assessment for students who complete LearnSmart activities, so the instructor would be able to keep track of target structures students are struggling with.
2 - Assuming the online component is used, Connect keeps track and can analyze what students are struggling with. This version is better than textbook 1 from McGraw Hill, but offers many of the same kinds of resources. Unsure whether a separate teacher resource site is available for this text.
3 - Online version includes an assessment program with quizzes and tests, but there is no monitoring component.
4 - Teacher's web portal includes a testing program with audio. Students can access practice quizzes. No monitoring component that I could find.
5 - Supersite keeps track of where students need more help. Text includes a testing program with quizzes for each lesson and test/exam units. Oral exams are also included.
6 - Assessment resources are still "Under Development" on the web portal. No other monitoring resources or assessment resources seem to be available.

		Text5: 1 - The text explores many different manners to learn the target grammar structure, but the structure can be a little dry. It would depend on the teacher to fully differentiate the material for their students, but there is potential built into the progression of activities. Text includes videoclips and audio portions.
2 - Teacher's edition offers many tips and suggestions for the teacher to differentiate the activities and instruction. The text also has a variety of options for receptive and productive communication, including audio/videos, 
3 - Does not offer much in terms of differentiation. Gives some general activity and teaching tips, but for the most part the teacher's edition provides the answers to the exercises. Suggestions for differentiation are at the beginning of the book, so it would be up to the teacher to remember to implement them. The program includes a video aspect, which would help engage some learners.
4 - Teacher portal offers some teaching suggestions for the material. Annotated teacher's edition offers a few suggestions, but they are not frequently geared towards differentiation or diverse learners. Many of the teaching suggestions follow traditional teaching techniques and the answers for the activities.
5 - Differentiation instructions given at the beginning of the teacher's edition, discussing learners withs special needs, different learning styles, and advanced learners. Throughout the book, differentiated structure is presented as global teaching suggestions. Activity styles vary to keep different kinds of learners engaged.
6 - Student text is aimed at an AP audience without suggestions for reaching diverse learners. The approach is largely text based, not taking into account different learning styles. Some generalized teaching suggestions occur in the teacher's edition, but it would be entirely up to the teacher to remember to incorporate differentiation and come up with activities/resources that would tier the instruction.

		Text6: 1 - Text sometimes shows diverse representations of people who live in Germany/German-speaking countries, but largely shows a traditional representation of white Germans. Text does not really show diverse representations of German language learners in a classroom environment.
2 - An exceptional representation of modern-day Germany and German-speaking countries with different races, ethnicities, religions, etc represented as making up a part of those countries, recognizing modern influences brought via immigration and concepts and people thought of as traditionally German speaking. The book also includes a cast of learners that go through situations throughout the text, including American and international students of different backgrounds. 
3 - A decent representation of modern day Germany in terms of race and ethnicity. Does not make frequent connections to students' lives in the United States, so not completely relevant to everyday cultural happenings in students' lives. Makes some connections around technology. 
4 - Shows a good cross section of races/ethnicities in vocabulary sections and German learners. Does not necessarily reflect diversity in modern-day Germany, typically representing Germany as a single racial group.
5 - For the most part shows white people/people traditionally thought of as German in videos and examples. Some of the pictures depicting examples show a more diverse representation of German speakers and learners, but it isn't necessarily representative of our demographics or the German-speaking world's.
6 - Seems to largely focus on "big C" cultural concepts instead of exploring cities through a lens of the everyday lives of people who live there. The people shown represent a traditional view of German speakers, not reflecting the current reality of modern day Germany and German speaking countries.

		Text7: 1 - Textbook is a good size and uses thicker matte paper. It seems like it could last a few years.
2 - The teacher's edition (which is likely slightly larger than the student version) is a little wide, but overall a good size and quality binding and print. McGraw Hill books for students are sometimes binder versions of the book, which likely would not last multiple years.
3 - Hard bound book with somewhat thin pages. DVD supplements might get lost.
4 - Hard bound book with somewhat thin pages. CD supplements might get lost.
5 - Hard bound book with reasonably thick pages. The book is a little bigger than typical textbooks, so corners and edges might get banged up a little bit. Workbook has binder holes, so it may last multiple years. Video supplements may get lost, but it appears the same resources are available online.
6 - Soft bound teacher's edition text, hard bound student's edition text, and a soft bound workbook. Reasonable pages. Print seems a little low resolution. Workbook has binder holes, which may help protect it for multiple uses. The teacher's version may not be very durable.

		Text8: 1 - A good balance of receptive and productive skills. Some drills where students do not need to understand the concepts to get the correct answer, but more communicative style activities where both are important. Plenty of usage of the target language with English explain actions limited in order to lead students to understanding instead of telling them. Solid communicative methodology. Target grammar concepts are progressively built upon, so towards the end of the book, instructions/modeling are mostly in the target language.
2 - Text uses a communicative methodology as a basis for language acquisition, and it uses a national standards based framework to round out the learning. Instructions for activities are all in the target language to reinforce learning and a majority target language classroom. The end of each chapter includes English descriptions of grammar concepts to help support learning. Activities follow a logical progression aligned with a communicative approach, focusing on one aspect of the target acquisition before expanding to another until learner has a full spectrum of the target acquisition. Text also includes information gap activities, providing for collaboration time between two learners of the target language to complete a task in the L2.
3 - Relies on English explanations for grammar and vocabulary more than it should. Provides suggestions for communicative and other games, but it up to the teacher to remember and implement them as they are at the beginning of the book. Does not build on a progression so students master one aspect of the target structure before expanding it. Workbook activities follow a fairly traditional drilling structure.
4 - Follows ACTFL teaching standards. Uses some information gap activities to solidify target structures. Does not always break target structures into manageable pieces so students master one aspect of the target structure at a time. Does not have any extensive information about the methodology behind the grammar approach.
5 - Program uses a mix of communicative and traditional approaches. Activities are largely communicative but not always. Grammar is presented in a traditional way, without much opportunity for students to learn structures intuitively through the L2 instead of through English. Activities presented in a progression so students master one part of the target structure before moving on to another. Instructions in English clarify what students are expected to do, but does not necessarily support full immersion. Authentic video is incorporated throughout the program to expose students to German they would encounter in a real-world context.
6 - Uses contextualized readings and authentic interaction in order to immerse student in a German language context. Uses translations to introduce vocabulary and grammar explanations in English to explain grammar concepts instead of having genuine interaction and practice with a structure.

		Text9: 1 - Online version of text offers a variety of resources for at-home learning, assuming the student has Internet access. Student has access to online flash cards and exercises, but the system also analyzes the answers the student frequently gets incorrect and provides assessment data so the student can improve. The online version also has video grammar tutorials and an option for assigning online homework instead of traditional homework.
2 - Connect online assignments have a variety of approaches to homework and offers assessments and personalized flash cards (LearnSmart) to target learning to what the student is struggling with. Instructors can use Connect assignments to create exams, but unsure if there is a separate teacher resource website.
3 - The text does not have any explicit portion for home or family engagement. The workbook provides an easy resource for homework, but it does not stand out in any way.
4 - The web-based activities are a good entry point for at-home learning, assuming Internet access. The book includes some activities that could be used for homework, but it would depend on the teacher to decide which to use in class and which to send home. There is no explicit family engagement piece. The online portal includes games students can play to improve their vocabulary skills.
5 - Assuming online access, the program has many resources to support learning at home. Homework, activities, and interactive grammar/vocabulary are included in the online program. Without online access, the book lays out clear expectations for students that parents would likely be able to help with. Program also includes a workbook that provides an easy entry point for home engagement with the material. 
6 - The book is largely in German, and it requires students to be able to do a lot of reading and understanding right away. For an AP class (which the student version of the book is for), this may be acceptable for home learning, but it isn't difficult to imagine a large number of students getting discouraged with this approach and going to an online translator to figure out what they're supposed to do and then use the translator again to finish their work.The weak online component also limits home learning for those students with Internet access and computers at home.

		Group2: Choice4

		Group5: Choice4

		Group6: Choice2

		Group11: Choice2

		Group12: Choice3

		Group13: Choice2

		Group14: Choice3

		Group15: Choice4

		Group16: Choice1

		Group21: Choice3

		Group22: Choice4

		Group23: Choice2

		Group24: Choice2

		Group25: Choice4

		Group26: Choice1

		Group31: Choice2

		Group32: Choice4

		Group33: Choice3

		Group34: Choice3

		Group35: Choice2

		Group36: Choice2

		Group 41: Choice4

		Group 42: Choice4

		Group 43: Choice4

		Group 44: Choice4

		Group 45: Choice3

		Group 46: Choice3

		Group 51: Choice3

		Group 52: Choice4

		Group 53: Choice2

		Group 54: Choice2

		Group 55: Choice4

		Group 56: Choice2

		Group 61: Choice4

		Group 62: Choice4

		Group 63: Choice2

		Group 64: Choice3

		Group 65: Choice4

		Group 66: Choice2

		Group 71: Choice3

		Group 72: Choice4

		Group 73: Choice3

		Group 74: Choice4

		Group 75: Choice4

		Group 76: Choice2

		Text22: 1 - Some of the activities have a handwriting font that is a little difficult to read. Text uses pictures to show vocabulary words instead of direct translation into English. Text can sometimes look boring because of the ratio of text to pictures and the quality of the pictures/drawings. End of chapters include a glossary of the chapter's vocabulary. Appendices include grammar tables, conjugation tables, and German/English and English German glossaries.
2 - Text is well organized and includes a good ratio of pictures to text. Text is interesting to look at and structure is easy to follow. End of chapters include a concise but thorough explanation of the grammar structures and the chapter's glossary. Appendices include different versions of activities from the chapter, a pronunciation guide, conjugations, and a German/English English/German glossary.
3 - Includes a scope and sequence for each level and sample lesson plans to help instructor lay out the semester. Student table of contents is entirely in German. End of chapter resources include grammar activities and a vocabulary section. Appendices include concise grammar charts, irregular verb charts, glossaries, and an index.
4 - Beginning of book has useful phrases for students. A lot more text than pictures, so not the most interesting book to look at. End of chapters include supplemental videos/readings, grammar summaries, and a review section. Appendices include English translations/equivalents of chapter dialogues, information gap activities, pronunciation and writing guide, grammar tables, English/German and German/English glossaries, and an index.
5 - Text appears to be well organized. The table of contents lays out the focus of each chapter in a mix of English for grammar concepts and German for other considerations. End of chapter includes communicative activities, cultural overview, grammar review, study strategies, and chapter vocabulary. Appendices include maps, a grammar glossary, a verb list, verb tables, irregular verbs, and German/English and English/German glossaries. The book is a bit heavy on text, so it isn't the most interesting language book to look at. 
6 - Table of contents offers a brief version outlining the cities focused on in the culture section and an expanded version giving the full scope and sequence of the book. Glossaries include German-language websites, grammar summaries, and a German-English glossary. End of chapter resources include a vlog, a reading, chapter vocabulary, and grammar review activities. The textbook limits pictures in a big way, not even using them to introduce new vocabulary content.
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Textbook and Instructional Material Evaluation Rubric Form- 
Noncore Subjects 
Instructional materials are designed for use by students and teachers as a learning resource for students to acquire 
essential knowledge, skills, abilities, and dispositions.  This includes print and non-print materials, including 
comprehensive/core textbooks, supplemental materials, Web-based and electronic textbooks, and assessments. 


 
Title:     Author(s):   Publisher(s):  
 
Copyright Date:         Subject/Grade Level:  
 
Student ISBN:   
 
Teacher Edition ISBN:  
Instructions: Use the tables below to determine if the Textbook or Instructional material meets each criteria.    


Organization 
Criteria 2  


Meets 
1  


Inadequate Comments 
1. Material provides a useful table of contents, 
glossary, supplemental pages, and index. 


   


2. Layout is consistent; chapters/units are 
arranged logically; and allow access through 
multiple modalities. 


   


3. Teacher edition contains interesting 
introductions and a list of prerequisites skills 
for each chapter. 


   


4. Material contains examples, explanations, 
and/or online resources to the depth and 
breadth of the Nevada Academic Content 
Standards and Literacy Standards.   


   


5. Information is accurate, current, and 
research-based. 


   


6. Vocabulary is specialized (language 
carefully considered and evolves across grade 
levels). 


   


7. Size and format of print is appropriate.    
8. Format is visually appealing and interesting.    
9. Material provides assessment type questions 
and/or performance-based tasks. 


   


10. Electronic and interactive format available.    
 
Other: ________________ 


   


Total Organization:      
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Content  
 Criteria 2  


Meets 
1  


Inadequate Comments 
11. Materials focus on the knowledge, skills, 
and abilities (KSA’s) appropriate to the 
grade level. 


   


12. Real-world applications are relevant to 
the students. 


   


13. Information and directions are clearly 
written and explained. 


   


14. Tasks are aligned to the Nevada 
Academic Content Standards and Literacy 
Standards. 


   


15. Lessons/tasks are interdisciplinary when 
appropriate. 


   


16. Non-text content (maps, graphs, pictures, 
etc.) are accurate, authentic, and well 
integrated into the instructional material. 


   


17. Tasks apply to the diversity of students 
and their abilities, interests and learning 
styles. 


   


18. Questions and tasks encourage the 
development and application of higher-level 
thinking skills. 


   


19. Teacher edition includes questioning 
strategies and/or questions to check for 
understanding at all Depth of Knowledge 
(DOK) levels. 


   


20. Teacher edition includes formative 
assessment/evaluation tools processes. 


   


21. Material provides access to or 
demonstrates concepts in multiple ways, 
allowing for a variety of student responses. 


   


22. Tasks have a purpose, aligned to a skill 
or concept at grade level. 


   


23. Material includes application of skills 
and concepts at grade level.   


   


24. The material is focused on the major 
ideas at that grade level.   


   


25. Content includes 21st Century skill 
development such as collaboration, creative 
thinking, and problem solving.    


   


 
Other: ____________________ 


   


Total Content Criteria:      
 
 
 
 
 


Inclusion  
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Alignment  


Criteria 2  
Meets 


1  
Inadequate Comments 


31. Material content aligns to 
district/organization curriculum. 


   


32. Material content aligns with college and 
career readiness skills (Nevada Academic 
Content Standards and Literacy Standards). 


   


33. Material is a useful resource in preparing 
students to meet the requirements of the 
Nevada Academic Content Standards/ 
Literacy Standards and statewide assessments. 


   


 
Other: _________________ 


   


Total Alignment Criteria:      
 
 
 


Total Score for Noncore Textbook or Instructional Material: _____________________  


Criteria 2  
Meets 


1  
Inadequate  Comments 


26.  Material reflects a variety of ways to 
differentiate instruction and model content to 
support all learners. 


   


27.  Material reflects sensitivity with regard 
to gender, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-
economic status, intellectual, and physical 
abilities.   


   


28. Material includes access to a multilingual 
glossary. 


   


29. Material provides resources for students 
with disabilities and English Language 
Learners aligned to grade level content.   


   


30. Material is available for students with 
visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the 
NIMAC system.  


   


 
Other: _________________ 


   


Total Inclusion Criteria:      





		2 Meets1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: X

		1 Inadequate1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		Comments1 Material provides a useful table of contents glossary supplemental pages and index: 

		2 Meets2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: X

		1 Inadequate2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		Comments2 Layout is consistent chaptersunits are arranged logically and allow access through multiple modalities: 

		2 Meets3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		1 Inadequate3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: X

		Comments3 Teacher edition contains interesting introductions and a list of prerequisites skills for each chapter: 

		2 Meets4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		1 Inadequate4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: X

		Comments4 Material contains examples explanations andor online resources to the depth and breadth of the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		2 Meets5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		1 Inadequate5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: X

		Comments5 Information is accurate current and researchbased: 

		2 Meets6 Vocabulary is specialized language carefully considered and evolves across grade levels: X

		1 Inadequate6 Vocabulary is specialized language carefully considered and evolves across grade levels: 

		Comments6 Vocabulary is specialized language carefully considered and evolves across grade levels: 

		2 Meets7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		1 Inadequate7 Size and format of print is appropriate: X

		Comments7 Size and format of print is appropriate: 

		2 Meets8 Format is visually appealing and interesting: 

		1 Inadequate8 Format is visually appealing and interesting: X

		Comments8 Format is visually appealing and interesting: 

		2 Meets9 Material provides assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		1 Inadequate9 Material provides assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: X

		Comments9 Material provides assessment type questions andor performancebased tasks: 

		2 Meets10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		1 Inadequate10 Electronic and interactive format available: X

		Comments10 Electronic and interactive format available: 

		Other: 

		2 MeetsOther: 

		1 InadequateOther: 

		CommentsOther: 

		2 MeetsTotal Organization: 3

		1 InadequateTotal Organization: 7

		CommentsTotal Organization: 

		2 Meets11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: X

		1 Inadequate11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		Comments11 Materials focus on the knowledge skills and abilities KSAs appropriate to the grade level: 

		2 Meets12 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		1 Inadequate12 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: X

		Comments12 Realworld applications are relevant to the students: 

		2 Meets13 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		1 Inadequate13 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: X

		Comments13 Information and directions are clearly written and explained: 

		2 Meets14 Tasks are aligned to the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: X

		1 Inadequate14 Tasks are aligned to the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		Comments14 Tasks are aligned to the Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		2 Meets15 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		1 Inadequate15 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: X

		Comments15 Lessonstasks are interdisciplinary when appropriate: 

		2 Meets16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: X

		1 Inadequate16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		Comments16 Nontext content maps graphs pictures etc are accurate authentic and well integrated into the instructional material: 

		2 Meets17 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		1 Inadequate17 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: X

		Comments17 Tasks apply to the diversity of students and their abilities interests and learning styles: 

		2 Meets18 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		1 Inadequate18 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: X

		Comments18 Questions and tasks encourage the development and application of higherlevel thinking skills: 

		2 Meets19 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		1 Inadequate19 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: X

		Comments19 Teacher edition includes questioning strategies andor questions to check for understanding at all Depth of Knowledge DOK levels: 

		2 Meets20 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools processes: X

		1 Inadequate20 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools processes: 

		Comments20 Teacher edition includes formative assessmentevaluation tools processes: 

		2 Meets21 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		1 Inadequate21 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: X

		Comments21 Material provides access to or demonstrates concepts in multiple ways allowing for a variety of student responses: 

		2 Meets22 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		1 Inadequate22 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: X

		Comments22 Tasks have a purpose aligned to a skill or concept at grade level: 

		2 Meets23 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		1 Inadequate23 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: X

		Comments23 Material includes application of skills and concepts at grade level: 

		2 Meets24 The material is focused on the major ideas at that grade level: X

		1 Inadequate24 The material is focused on the major ideas at that grade level: 

		Comments24 The material is focused on the major ideas at that grade level: 

		2 Meets25 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		1 Inadequate25 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: X

		Comments25 Content includes 21st Century skill development such as collaboration creative thinking and problem solving: 

		Other_2: 

		2 MeetsOther_2: 

		1 InadequateOther_2: 

		CommentsOther_2: 

		2 MeetsTotal Content Criteria: 5

		1 InadequateTotal Content Criteria: 10

		CommentsTotal Content Criteria: 

		2 Meets26 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		1 Inadequate26 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: X

		Comments26 Material reflects a variety of ways to differentiate instruction and model content to support all learners: 

		2 Meets27 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: X

		1 Inadequate27 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		Comments27 Material reflects sensitivity with regard to gender raceethnicity religion socio economic status intellectual and physical abilities: 

		2 Meets28 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: X

		1 Inadequate28 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		Comments28 Material includes access to a multilingual glossary: 

		2 Meets29 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		1 Inadequate29 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: X

		Comments29 Material provides resources for students with disabilities and English Language Learners aligned to grade level content: 

		2 Meets30 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		1 Inadequate30 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: X

		Comments30 Material is available for students with visual impairments via a NIMAS file on the NIMAC system: 

		Other_3: 

		2 MeetsOther_3: 

		1 InadequateOther_3: 

		CommentsOther_3: 

		2 MeetsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 2

		1 InadequateTotal Inclusion Criteria: 3

		CommentsTotal Inclusion Criteria: 

		2 Meets31 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: X

		1 Inadequate31 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		Comments31 Material content aligns to districtorganization curriculum: 

		2 Meets32 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: X

		1 Inadequate32 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		Comments32 Material content aligns with college and career readiness skills Nevada Academic Content Standards and Literacy Standards: 

		2 Meets33 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards Literacy Standards and statewide assessments: 

		1 Inadequate33 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards Literacy Standards and statewide assessments: X

		Comments33 Material is a useful resource in preparing students to meet the requirements of the Nevada Academic Content Standards Literacy Standards and statewide assessments: 

		Other_4: 

		2 MeetsOther_4: 

		1 InadequateOther_4: 

		CommentsOther_4: 

		2 MeetsTotal Alignment Criteria: 2

		1 InadequateTotal Alignment Criteria: 1

		CommentsTotal Alignment Criteria: 

		Total Score for Noncore Textbook or Instructional Material: 33
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2017-2018 WCSD German Program Evaluation Rubric


Evaluator Number


Name of Text


Publisher


Rate This Text Overall


Three Modes of Communication
How well does this support the INTERPRETIVE mode?
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


How well does this support the INTERPERSONAL mode?
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


How well does this support the PRESENTATIONAL mode?
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Program Number


Not at all


Minimally 


Adequately  


Consistently 


Not at all


Minimally 


Adequately 


Consistently


Not at all


Minimally 


Adequately 


Consistently


Not at all


Minimally  


Adequately 


Consistently


How well are the 3 modes progressively taught from first year to 
third year?
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


High Mid Low







Core Practices
Text supports the use of the target language at least 90% of the 
time.
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Grammar and vocabulary are presented in context and not explicit.  
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Listening comprehension is authentic and promotes proficiency. 
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Authentic resources and texts are used to increase proficiency 
in the interpretive mode.
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Rarely


Sometimes  


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 







Listening comprehension and reading/writing activities are 
connected
Comments? 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Communication (Interpersonal) activities in text are authentic 
and promote proficiency
Comments?


Presentational activities in text are authentic and promote 
proficiency
Comments?


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 







Nevada Academic Content Standards for World Languages 
Communities: Communicate and interact with cultural 
competence in order to participate in multilingual communities at 
home and around the world.
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Comparisons: Develop insight into the nature of language and 
culture in order to interact with cultural competence.
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Connections: Connect with other disciplines and acquire 
information and diverse perspectives in order to use the 
language function in academic and career-related situations. 
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Cultures: Interact with cultural competence and understanding.  
Learners use the language to investigate, relate, and reflect on 
the relationship between products, practices, and perspectives. 
What does this look like in the materials? 
Comments?


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently


Rarely


Sometimes 


Frequently 


Consistently 







Level of Proficiency
At which level of proficiency is this text and what is the evidence? Check all that apply


Novice Mid


Novice High


Intermediate Low


Intermediate Mid


Intermediate High


Advanced Low


Strengths Weaknesses


1st Year


2nd Year


3rd Year
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		Text 1: Video collection dvd provides good authentic language.  It is staged, but provokes authentic context for vocabulary and structures. Foto Roman in text provides print version.  Very few other authentic resources outside of kultur section

		Text 2: Many opportunities for situational practice of both writing and speaking

		Text 3: Many opportunities for speaking and writing. Both stand alone and integrated

		Text 4: By second year, meets 90%.  First year begins with more English and gradually uses less. Student activities manual has directions in English throughout progression of levels.

		Text 5: Lots of print space is dedicated to the grammar used in stories and dialogs that precede. Vocabulary is in lists and labeled pictures at both beginning and end of chapter

		Text 6: Some sources are fairly authentic. Kultur section provides more authentic materials as students progress.  Most illustrations are drawings and readings are created for text

		Text 7: Listening section provides opportunity for some good practice but is not authentic.  Videos are better

		Text 8: Video sections, fotoroman
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		Text19: More structural complexity could be added by greater recycling of previously learned content. Audio resource missing table of contents

		Text20: Video. Complex

		Text21: Audio resources missing table of contents
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		Text22: Provides good topic progression.  Grammar is presented as it is needed.  Some structures could be presented in a different sequence, but profession works well
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